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why do i get happy for no reason yahoo answers - i m no scientist but to answer your question why do i get happy for no
reason my answer would be that it could be a chemical in balance in your brain i m not suggesting it s a bad thing personally
i find it delightful that people can get random outbursts of happiness like you do but that s a possibility, do you ever feel
amazingly happy for no reason at all xd - just to inform you you dont have to read this just answer the quwstion have you
ever felt unbelievably happy for no reason just kinda woke up and realized the way the sun sets the way your legs move the
way your arms can hug the way your lips can kiss the way love isnt happiness and love does not make you happy but what
really makes you happy is yourself the way you can watch the sunset the, suddenly feeling happy and up for no reason
why - yahoo uk ireland answers suddenly feeling happy and up for no reason why most of the time i feel very ordinary flat
and grey but occasionally i get a day where i feel good why is that follow 2 answers 2 report abuse are you sure that you
want to delete this answer, i feel so happy for no reason yahoo answers - i don t know why maybe cos i have started to
exercise a bit more and i have got my homework out of the way ahha i m 14 oh and music makes me feel sooo happy too
does anyone else feel really happy thanks x, suddenly feeling happy and up for no reason why - yahoo philippines
answers suddenly feeling happy and up for no reason why add your answer source submit cancel report abuse i think this
question violates the community guidelines chat or rant adult content spam insulting other members show more, why do i
feel sad for no reason yahoo answers - i am at my early teen ager years i m a straight male and about a week ago i
started feeling sad for no reason what so ever this still happens to me a lot i try to look for escuses as to why i am feeling
depressed i don t take do any drugs prescribed or illegal i have no mental issues i have no emotional issues and my family
is 90 great, why i feel sad for no reason yahoo answers - best answer it is perfectly normal it happens to me too and that
s the time when i start feeling too alone too and there is no apparent reason what i do is take some good bath eat cake or
whatever you like drink lots of water and dress up well look good to yourself go out for walks or maybe, do you feel
miserable for no reason yahoo answers - yahoo answers sign in mail do you ever feel miserable for no reason more
questions have you ever felt really miserable for no good reason can you be bored feel depressed and miserable for no
apparent reason answer questions feels like my life lacks direction, i feel sad for no reason yahoo answers - it started
today i woke up happy got on the train happy and went to my ice skating class i skated with my friends before class started
and there was something in the pit of my stomach that was making me feel a bit sad i failed my test to level up at skating
which i was obviously disappointed but i don t feel this is the reason then my friend told me about what she 39 did 39 with
her, yahoo answers answers and comments for ever feel sad for - yahoo answers answers and comments for ever feel
sad for no reason philosophy no i believe when you re sad that there is a reason it may be physical emotional physiology a
cognitive process triggered by something mental etc if someone doesn t know the source of the sadness then it may be so
simple that it s easy to overlook, constant mood swings anger sadness what is yahoo - i feel stupid making an account
and asking a question on here but i really do think something is wrong with me and i just need some sort of answer of what
to do basically i just have constant mood swings i always feel sad and just feel like crying for no reason at all or i just get
really really angry over nothing and can t calm down then i get sad again and it lasts for ages, what to do about 9 year old
daughter crying for no reason - i am thinking that my 9 year old daughter is starting to go through the change about 3
weeks ago she would start crying for no reason when i ask her what is wrong she says she dosen t know and she is sad for
no reason she has so many things to be happy for family vaction in 2 weeks and a brand new puppy in 3 weeks she says
she is happy and then the next minute she is crying and sad for no, welcome to your complimentary happy for no
reason workbook - in this complimentary happy for no reason workbook you ll find material that will help support your
growth and help you raise your happiness set point included in this happy for no reason workbook are the happy for no
reason questionnaire happiness quotes from happy for no reason 21 happiness habit exercises, why do i feel so happy for
no reason at all quora - why do i feel so happy for no reason at all update cancel answer wiki 12 answers asgeir heart
please get real at any moment anyone can choose to feel happy for no reason but if you d known that you wouldn t have
asked would you 2016 author has 852 answers and 731 3k answer views, do you ever feel happy all day then randomly
start feeling - yahoo 7 answers sign in mail do you ever feel happy all day then randomly start feeling sad for no reason o 3
following 14 answers 14 why do i feel anxious sad and cluttered with mixed emotions randomly for no reason i feel sad
today and i have absolutely no reason to feel this way
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